In this paper, we describe three neural network (NN) based EEG-Speech (NES) models that map the unspoken EEG signals to the corresponding phonemes. Instead of using conventional feature extraction techniques, the proposed NES models rely on graphic learning to project both EEG and speech signals into deep representation feature spaces.
used in the conventional EEG-Speech classification techniques, may not yield deep representation of speech related EEG data.
Another practical issue for EEG-Speech models is the multimodal data fusion, in which EEG features should be translated to speech features. One popular approach is to symbolize each acoustic phoneme or word as single label. Such type of feature dimension reduction obviously cannot reflect the physical responses of acoustic signals to the corresponding EEG signals, which as a result may lose the accuracy and resolution provided by EEG scalp distribution. Moreover, in the higher dimensional acoustic data space, it may be much easier to construct the unique mapping relationships between EEG-Speech pairs.
In this study, we propose three neural network (NN) based EEG-Speech (NES) models. In the first NES model, a joint directed-undirected graphical structure is proposed. This NN consists of top-bottom linear transformation layers, which are connected by a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM). Unspoken-EEG signals and phonemes are the input and output, respectively. The second NES model augments the first model by incorporating the spoken EEG signals to bias the unspoken EEG signals at the input layer. Most previous EEG-Speech models treat the spoken and unspoken EEG signals separately when constructing the translation model. The third one is based on the second biased model, in which a three-way gated NES model is described. In this multiplicative model, the spoken EEG signals are used not only to bias but also to condition the unspoken EEG signals. By utilizing the multiplicative modulation, the third model can suppress the uncorrelated background EEG signals. A factored RBM training approach [6] is also introduced to enforce the learning process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the related works will be presented in Section II. In section III, we will show how to learn EEG representations and speech features together by training our EEG-Speech models in a joint unsupervised and supervised manner. Experimental details and relative evaluation will be discussed in section IV.
II. RELATED WORK
The related work can be cataloged into two groups: 1) EEG signals based speech classification and recognition, and 2) multimodal representation learning.
Comprehensive studies have been conducted in EEG based speech classification and recognition. In the branch of imagined speech recognition, various voice related potentials, i.e., vowels, phonemes, syllables, and whole-word [7] - [10] , are used as speech labels. Porbadnigk et al. [11] applied an HMM to classify EEG signals associated with consecutive words, and the limited performance revealed that the order of words significantly affected the results. In other studies, unspoken EEG signals have also been used to decode variety of languages [8] , [12] , [13] .
that adding extra imagined speech information can boost the EEG based recognition. In this study, the similar idea has been incorporated into our NES models by combining both spoken and unspoken EEG signals.
With respect to multimodal representation learning, several deep learning methods have been introduced to successfully extract the intrinsic structures from multiple modalities. Ngiam et al. [17] learned features from audio and video by utilizing deep autoencoders. Srivastava et al. [18] developed a model of images and text relying on the multimodal deep Boltzmann machine. More recently, Socher et al. [19] and Frome et al. [20] proposed methods for mapping images into a text representation space. The idea of domain transformation in their work quite conforms to our approach that we project both EEG and speech signals into the corresponding feature spaces.
Specifically, the feature space of EEG signals is learned from a context model derived from the concept of logbilinear language model [21] . In addition, Kiros et al. [22] proposed a 3-way network structure to enforce the joint image-text learning. By adding extra gate branch, such network structure can efficiently incorporate the underlying correlations. In our proposed models, the gated NN are introduced to incorporate the relationships between unspoken and spoken EEG signals.
III. EEG-SPEECH MODELS

A. Imagined Neural EEG-Speech Model (INES)
A typical imagined EEG-Speech model is mapping the multichannel EEG signals to the speech label or the relevant acoustic features. Compared with conventional classification or transformation approaches, in our proposed INES model, each EEG channel is treated as the context of its neighbor channel as shown in Fig. 1 . As a result, the EEG signals at the batch t k are considered as a tuple, that is, the n-1 channel EEG signals w 1 , · · · , w n−1 are followed by corresponding speech component w n . It is based on the hypothesis that a unique unspoken EEG pattern corresponding to each individual speech segment exists, and is bundled with a series of EEG signals. To define the middle layer RBM model for the distribution of the acoustic feature w n , given the context w 1:n−1 , an energy function must be specified for a joint configuration of the visible and hidden units. To realize the modal fusion between EEG signals and speech components, we project these two types of modals into the same feature space. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3 , before directly feeding the EEG signals into NN, each channel w i is represented
where
Thus,x is the feature representation of the EEG signals. Accordingly, after obtaining the hidden layer output h, a linear transformation is enforced to project h as the acoustic modal features that can be described asĥ = hJ. The transformation matrix J is K × L, where K is the dimension of acoustic feature space and L is the dimension of phoneme vector. Briefly, we start by specifying the energy function:
The vector b h contains the biases for the hidden units, while vectors b x contain biases for EEG signals. The conditional distribution of the hidden configuration h is defined in terms of the energy function as
where Z c = wn exp(−E(h; w 1:n−1 )) is a context-dependent normalization term. In INES model (as shown in Fig.3 (a) ), the feed-forward NN structure is mixed with an undirected RBM, which is applied for representing this The IANES-B model introduces an additive bias to the recovery acoustic feature representationĥ, and can be described as:
where M m is a M × D feature matrix that projects the spoken EGG signals into the feature space W D . M is the product of n − 1 and D. This model has similar training procedure as INES model: given acoustic feature representationx, computing the conditional distribution P (h|w 1:n−1 , y) of h remains the same. The bias branch can be updated when back propagation training is implemented.
2) Gated Imagined-Articulated Neural EEG-Speech Model (IANES-G): As a more powerful model to incorporate articulated-speech related spoken EEG conditioning, the proposed IANES-G model is to gate the representation matrix W by the features y. By doing this, W becomes a tensor. Therefore,
which is impractical for general network training. A solution is to factor W into three lower-rank matrices W f x , W f y and W f h . For each acoustic feature h can specify its own hidden and gated weight matrix. More specifically,
T W f y denote the EEG embeddings. Given a EEG feature representationx, the factor outputs are
where · is a element-wise product. Looking into (5) However, comparing with additive biased model, one weakness for IANES-G model is its sensitivity to local faked features. For instance, the spikes related to non-speech brain activities may be easily classified as speech associated EEG signals when applying IANES-G model.
C. Gated restricted Boltzmann machine learning
The three way tensor W in the IANES-G model can be factored into decoupled matrices, and accordingly the energy function can be given as [6] − E(y, h;
By noting 
where N (·|µ, σ 2 ) denotes the Gaussian probability density function with mean µ and standard deviation σ. S(·) is the sigmoid activation function. ∆E k and ∆E j are the overall inputs of the kth hidden unit and jth visible unit, respectively [23] . The gated RBMs allows the hidden units to model the transition between successive frames, and generally the input units are collected directly from previous frames in many applications [24] .
The three factor layers as shown in Fig. 2 have the same size F , and the factor terms (i.e., W x x, W y x, and W h h) correspond to three linear filters applied to the input, visible, and the hidden unit, respectively. To perform k-step Gibbs sampling in the factored model, the overall inputs of each unit in the three layers are calculated as
In (10)- (12), the factor layers are multiplied element-wise (as the ⊗ illustrated in Fig. 2 ) through the same index f . These are then substituted in (8)- (9) for determining the probability distributions for each of the visible and hidden units.
Therefore, each speech pattern in the hidden units corresponds to a pairwise matching of input filter responses and visible filter responses. The learning procedure aims to find a set of filters that can reflect the correlations of consecutive speech frames in the training data. To train factored RBMs, one needs to maximize the average log-probability L =log p(y|x) of a set of training pairs {(x, y)}. The derivative of the negative log-probability with respect to parameters θ is given as
where v denotes the average with respect to variable v. In practical, Markov chain step running is used to approximate the averages in Eq. (13) . By differentiating (6) with respect to the parameters, we get
− ∂E ∂w
In this study, we use the power of EEG and speech signals as the input x and outputĥ, and to encourage nonnegativity in three factored matrices w kf , w if , and w jf , a quadratic barrier function is incorporated to modify the log probability, that is, the objective function is now the following regularized likelihood [25] 
A joint unsupervised and supervised training is used to map unspoken-EEG signals x to phonemesĥ stepwise.
Specifically, the linear feature transformations as parts of the NN are also updated during the network learning.
For all three NES models, the training sequence to obtain the network parameters can be given in the following algorithm framework (14)- (17) ; update {w f u , w f s , w f a , b h , b x } by (13) and (18);
Output: parameter set
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this study, we perform experimental evaluation of the proposed three NES models on a public available dataset KARA ONE [14] . This dataset combines 3 modalities (EEG, face tracking, and audio) during imagined and vocalized phonemic and single-word prompts. In their EEG recording experiments, each participant was instructed to look at the computer monitor and move as little as possible. Seven phonemic/syllabic prompts and 4 words were used in several repeated experimental trails. Each trail consisted of 4 successive states, including a rest state, a stimulus state, an imagined speech state, and a speaking state. The EEG data were collected by using a 64-channel Neuroscan Quick-cap, and the electrode placement followed the 10-20 system. In this study, two channel (i.e., O1
and O2 ) are not used and rest of 62 channel EEG data are used for evaluations of the proposed NES models.
A. Experimental Data Process
A general data pre-process is applied to the EEG data, including removal of ocular artifacts using blind source separation [26] . In each experiment, we split the dataset into 80% as training set and 20% as validation set. The NES models are learned by a joint supervised and unsupervised training process, in which the middle layer (i.e., GRBM) is unsupervised initialized, and then the parameter sets are updated by supervised backward training. Specifically, the two procedures are implemented stepwise. The linear transformation F , M and J are all updated based on the NN parameter back propagation.
C. Recovery of Phoneme
The main goal of this study is to map unspoken EEG signals with speech signals. Figure 4 shows the recoveries of four different phonemes, including two typical phonemic prompts (/uw/, /iy/) and two phonetically-similar pairs (pat, and knew), from 62 channels EEG signals recorded on a single participant (MM05). The output signal h is regarded as the recovery of the speech envelop, and both speech signals and recovery outputĥ are normalized.
As shown in Fig. 4 , all three proposed NES models can reflect the major fluctuations of the speech components.
Specifically, the IANES-B and IANES-G models demonstrate similar performances, and both catch more details during the planning of speech articulation [14] .
As shown in Fig. 5 , all three proposed NES models obtain significant improvements on recoveries of the speech components. The reason is that, the less-correlated EEG signals have been excluded from the computations. For /iy/, all three proposed NES models recover the speech component very well. For recovering /uw/, pat and knew, the IANES-G model is slightly better than the IANES-B model, while both models gain advantages against the INES model with respect to the envelop recovering and time shifting. The results indicate that the gated network structure provides a stronger constraint to eliminate the useless information.
D. Classification Results
To achieve accurate EEG based speech recognition, correctly classifying EEG pattern into each categories of speech components is the key issue. Most previous studies focused on binary classification due to the fact that it is hard to construct the unique relationships between EEG and speech signals. In this study, we attempt to extend the EEG based speech classifications into a multi-categories scenario.
In this section, we evaluate the proposed IANES-G model for speech classifications by using 50 samples for each single speech label. These speech samples are randomly selected from 14 participants. In order to avoid samples Moreover, a comprehensive evaluation is also conducted among three proposed NES models and support vector machine (SVM) baseline in this study. A variant of SVM used for multi-class formulation is tested, given EEG feature vectors x i and x j with phoneme labels. This multi-class SVM supports linear kernels only, and the source code can be found at http : //www.cs.cornell.edu/people/ tj/svm l ight/svm m ulticlass.html. To enhance the performance of SVM, as presented in the work [14] , we compute various features over each window, such as the mean, median, standard deviation, variance, maximum, minimum, sum, spectral entropy, energy, skewness, and kurtosis. Moreover, the first and second derivatives are also calculated. The training set includes all the spoken-EEG and unspoken-EEG samples, and for each phoneme in the validation set, 50 samples are randomly selected from the 14 participants.
The classification results have been summarized in Table. I. The IANES-G model achieves the best performance over the two other NES models. It may be explained as that there exists strong correlation between the spoken-EEG signals and unspoken EEG-signals, and when incorporating the spoken-EEG as bias or gate factor can both lead to an significant improvement on unspoken-EEG feature extraction. This strong correlation may also come from the similarity among the phonemes in KARA dataset. The baseline SVM multi shows weak performance since these shallow features cannot reflect the correlations of EEG-Speech pairs. One can easily find that even comparing with 
